


Boom down on school parking lot.

“Great work today guys — Sarah, strong 
finish... And get some rest.”

Land on Ellie’s back.

She turns to us as she reads text. Insert: headline.

Boom up to Ellie reacting, flaring street 
light behind her.

Push into Rendell’s photo.

Push in to Ellie’s eye, tearing up. Push into photo of Sam Lesser’s arrest.



Ellie zooms in on photo... Revealing omega tattoo.

On Ellie, disturbed. She exits. Enters long lens wide shot of her car, 
dials....

Push in to her as she hears ringing... Go to opening shot of the season.

New shot (through glass door) of mark.

“Hello?”

“Rendell Locke is dead. Murdered.”



Push in to Ellie.

“What happened.”
“You know what happened, this is all my 
fault. What are we going to do?”

New angle of mark in kitchen.

“I know what I need to do.”

Ellie deeply upset.

“What do you mean?... mark? ....Mark?”

We side left into darkness

Chyron over black Come off kitchen island to find Ellie and 
Rufus having dinner.

“How have things been over at Keyhouse? It 
must be pretty different now that the 
Locke’s have moved back in.”

Camera skims over table.

Actually none of them has ever lived there 
before, so...” (rest of dial.)

That’s good... I mean I’m glad 
it’s going so smoothly.”



“No you keep eating. I’ll get it.” Ellie comes around corner. Lead her.

Ellie’s POV: dark figure outside door. Ellie opens door.

Push in as she realizes...

“Lucas?”

Dark figure steps into the light.

“Hey Ellie.” Push in: Lucas steps closer.

“It’s really me. I promise you.”



Lucas reaches... Takes her hand

Tilt up to his face as he kisses her hand.

“I missed you so much... “I’m going to need 
your help.”

Push into Ellie, enchanted.

“Everything ok mom.”

Ellie looks back into the house. 

“Is that your son? Can I see him?”

Ellie opens the door for him.

Lucas seps inside. Over Rufus to them.

“Rufus... this is Lucas.”
“Hey Rufus. Nice to meet you.”



“But... I thought Lucas was—“ “I know this is a little confusing.”

Lucas comes up to Rufus.

“Don’t worry, Rufus. I’m a friend.”

Push in to Ellie.

Boom up from black (bushes) Ellie walks 
towards Keyhouse.

From the tableau boom down into black.



View from with Keyhouse. Ellie looks inside. Push in to front door lock as she inserts 
key.

Push in to her as she opens the door.

“Nina? Hello? Anybody here?”

Tighter also pushing in, she does a shoulder 
check...

And then enters and shuts the door.
Int. Basement. Ellie opens a drawer.

Ellie checks shelves. Looks under couch pillows.



Stands... Turns and looks up.

Wide: she gets on chair then stands on T Her hand reaches up over beam.

Track right as she feels around.
On Ellie searching.

Pulls down crown of shadows. Ellie’s POV: push in to crown.



Push in to Ellie, sensing it’s power. Reacts to...
“Hey take off your... wet boots.”

Ellie jumps down to the floor. Jams the crown into her bag.

Switches off the lights and heads up the 
stairs. But knocks over curtain rod. Tip toes up the stairs. Suddenly the door 

slams shut and the deadbolt locks.

“It’s me, nina! Ellie!” The door opens a crack to reveal nina.



Angle from 105. 
“I’m sorry, I’m so sorry. Rufus lost one of 
his guys and he’s having a total meltdown.”

 “Ellie you can’t — you can’t just walk into 
my house. You should have called me first.”

“ I know you’re right. I’m so sorry.” WE SLIDE OFF THEM AS THEY CONTINUE TO TALK, 
BUT WE ONLY HEAR “I FOUND IT. THE CROWN OF 
SHADOWS.”

CONTINUE SLIDE OFF WALL INTO ELLIE’S 
LIVING ROOM. SHE HANDS OVER THE CROWN TO 
LUCas.
“Attagirl. And the key?”

“Where’s the key ellie?”

“I only found the crown.” “Guess you’ll have to go back again.”



“But... nina caught me today (continue dial in 
these to angles until...) “why can’t you 
answer my questions.”

Joe’s car pulls up in front of Ellie’s house.

...steps out. Joe steps up to main entrance.

...is about to knock on the door...
When he spies ellie and Lucas.

Joe takes a picture of them. “Shit.”
“Did he just take my picture?”
“I’ll go talk to him”



Hang on Lucas for a beat. Outside: joe goes to His car.
“Joe.”

“What were you doing? We’re you — taking a 
photo of me?”

All dialogue for this scene.

All dialogue for this scene.
Joe gets into his car and drives away.

Joe pulls up in his car (seen through the 
window of his house).

Tighter. He gets out of his car.
“Nina, hi it’s joe, I— I just saw something 
and... I don’t know how to explain it, I ...I 
think I just need to show you.



Angle on joes door (from inside the house). Joe enters.
“...I’ll be home all night.”

Lands in ECU, reacts to...
“Hi, mr. ridgeway...”

Slide left off joe to reveal Ellie and lucas.
“Hope you don’t mind, we let ourselves in.”
“Joe, just give us your cell phone and we’ll 
leave, all right?”

Low angle on joe, stunned.
‘how are you— you died 25 years ago.” Ellie steps up to him.

“Joe, please, just give it to me—“

“Not until you tell me what’s going on.” “ it wouldn’t make any sense to you, just— 
please.”



“Not until you tell me what’s going on.”
“It wouldn’t make any sense to you just — 
please.”

Joe gives up his phone.

Tilt up to Ellie. She turns to Lucas. Takes him by the arm.
“Okay, let’s go, come on—“

“I wish we could do that. But...”
Insert: lucas grabs a plastic bag.

Comes up to joe.
“As I recall you were always a talker, Mr. 
Ridgeway.”

“No.”
“I don’t want any trouble here.”
“I have the phone, he’s not going to tell 
anybody—“



Joe makes a break for the front door. Lucas wraps a bag around his head.

Angle through stair banister as they 
stumble into living room.

High angle for struggle.

Joe struggling...
Collapses revealing Ellie in bG.

“LUCAS, STOP!”

Push into Ellie horrified.

“STOP!”

Callie photo set down on joe’s desk.



Push in to office. Lucas arranges the scene. On Ellie, distraught.

Turns to the sound of arriving car. Push into window. Nina gets out of her car.

LUCAS EXITS OFFICE.
GOES TO DOOR WITH ANYWHERE KEY.

PUSH PAST HIM AS HE OPENS IT TO REVEAL 
ELLIE’S LIVING ROOM.

INT. ELLIE’S LIVING ROOM AS LUCAS ENTERS. 
ELLIE FOLLOWS.



LUCAS PUSHES HER OUT. PAN WITH HER AS SHE LANDS ON THE FLOOR...

THEN PAN BACK AS SHE RACES TO THE DOOR JUST 
AS IT SHUTS.

SHE OPENS IT TO REVEAL A CLOSET.

PUSH INTO ELLIE AS JOE’S PHONE RINGS.
INSERT PHONE.

FOLLOW ELLIE AS SHE RUSHES INTO... THE KITCHEN WHERE SHE HIDES.
“JOE, IT’S NINA, I GOT YOUR MESSAGE”



NINA ENTERS IN BG. PUSH IN TO ELLIE AS SHE HEARS NINA (OC)
JOE?...AGHHH... JOE ...JOE-JOE-JOE....

ELLIE EXITS. CAMERA SKIMS OVER STREET.

ELLIE RUNS INTO SHOT (WE LEAD HER).
CLOSE ON ELLIE, TRAUMATIZED, RUNNING.

ANGLE INSIDE ELLIE’S HOUSE... SHE RUNS UP TO 
DOOR AND OPENS IT.

Stumbles inside.



***All shots in this scene use Lens baby at 
48 FPS: 

Ellie POV of passing street lamps.

Tracking Ellie teared up eye as she runs.

Lead her feet

Low angle on her running.

Follow her, car headlights sweep past.

High angle on her running feet.

Profile Ellie reaching peak of her panic/
horror.



Slide right as Nina goes to stairs. Second floor landing. Ellie comes upstairs.

Pull back into Rufus’s room. Over Ellie seeing that Rufus is sound 
asleep.

She turns to camera.

Opens closet door. Takes out shoe box.



All shots in this scene are with lens baby at 
48 FPS:
Ellie opens door.

...leads us into the bedroom.

In the closet the door opens and she gets 
lockbox.

Sets lockbox on the bed.

Unlocks the combo lock. Over lid as she looks inside.

Reveal gun. On bed... she hesitates.



Then, turns cold. As she turns and exits.



Tighter: opens shoe box to reveal gun. Ellie POV moving through kitchen into living 
room.

Lead Ellie. Ellie leads us.

Angle through beveled glass as Ellie walks 
through living room. Ellie pov passing partition....

To reveal Lucas reading magazine. Over Lucas to Ellie as she steps into the 
space.



Lucas looks up from magazine.
“What took you so long, Ellie? You used to 
be so fast when you were young.—“

Suddenly he is shot multiple times.

On Ellie with smoking gun. Over Ellie, she drops the gun, approaches.

Angle behind chair... boom up as she gets 
close. CU on dead lucas.

He opens an eye.
“Owwwwwww.”

“Christ that really hurts.”



“My pride.” “C’mon, Ellie, why did you do that, huh? You 
know you can’t kill an echo.

Insert of bloodless bullet holes as he 
stands.
“I’m already dead.”

Ellie backs into wall.
“You Know that better than anyone.”

Lucas enters. Push in as he gets close.
“You know what’s going to happen if you don’t 
help me? I’m going to have to tear poor 
Rufus’s useless little head right off his skinny 
little body. And I’m pretty sure you don’t want 
me doing that, do you?”

Jump cut very tight.
“You should be happy, el. We’re together 
again.”

“And we’re close to having everything we 
need.”

Slide right into wall and blackness. Title 
up:



Boom up from black to table. Follow 
Lucas’s fork as he eats breakfast.

“When he died, what did they do with 
rendell’s body? Do you remember?”

Push in past Lucas to Ellie.
“I think they had him creamated.”

Reverse: 
“Because if they hid the omega key In his 
head, then it’s probably still there — with 
whatever’s left of him.”

Ellie looks to...
Rufus, oblivious, working on his model 
airplane.

“you’re going to go digging around in 
rendell’s ashes?”

“No. You are.”



On ellie for her reaction.



Angle on memory jar: Rendell killing Lucas. Rack to Tyler’s eyes.

“So... Lucas and Dodge are the same
person? How is that possible?
Lucas is dead.”

Move diagonally across bed.

“Maybe that’s the reason that Dad
killed him. Maybe he knew Lucas
was a bad guy.”

“So why would Dad ever be friends
with him? And then... what, he
just somehow came back from the
dead? And turned into a woman?”

“The only thing I’m sure of is that
Dodge is gonna come for that Omega
Key. You think it’s safe in there?”

“It might be the safest place in the
house...”
“Guys, look what was whispering to me
outside! Sam must have dropped
it...”

“What’s that?” “Nothing.”



“What’s “nothing” behind your back?”
“We should all be getting to school.”
“Yeah, we don’t want to be late.”

“I want to see it.”

REst of dialogue from these angles. On bed.

Rise to reveal bode watching memory jar.
Tyler and Kinsey concerned.
“It’s okay to be upset.”
“Memories aren’t always accurate. They can 
be distorted.”

Push into Bode.
“That’s the guys who’s staying in at Ellie’s 
house.”

“What?” “You’re saying you’ve seen Lucas?”

*rest of dialogue from these angles.



Button on scene.



Kinsey comes downstairs. Reacts to... Pull back to reveal nina oddly still.
“Mom, are you okay?

“Yes! I’m feeling much more like
myself again. I just...”

“What?”

Nina turns to the urn.

“could’ve sworn that something
happened to that thing.”

Kinsey steps up.

“Nope. It’s just been sitting there. Like always.”
“Huh. I must have just dreamt about it then.
I wish all of yesterday had been just a dream. I’m so 
sorry, Kins. There’s just no excuse for what I
put you guys through, I --“

“-- You don’t have to apologize.
Not anymore. It’s good. We’re
moving forward... what?”
Are you okay, kins... what are you thinking 
about?”
“Nothing, mom. I’m fine. I promise.”

“Ready to go?”



Reveal Tyler. They depart push in to nina.



Establish morning at Matheson. A door opens to reveal eden towelling her 
head.

Slide left as eden crosses right to vanity. Push in slowly as she sits and ties hair back 
etc. And turns the switch on mirror lights. 
Which fail to work.

Wrap around her has she turns to O.S. 
Window...

And stands.

Push in as Eden crosses to curtained window Eden pulls draw string on curtain.



Over eden to window as curtains open to 
reveal fear monster.

Snap zoom in! FM slams hand on glass!

Snap zoom in to Eden reacting. Fear monster grins and scrapes finger nails 
on glass.

On Eden screaming! Door opens behind her.
“Eden!”

Eden turns.
“What’s going on?...”

Dorm-mate at door.
“Are you okay?”

Eden recovering
“No, I’m okay! She just—“



Eden turns... pan left to reveal the FM has 
disappeared.

Push in to EDen, turning pissed.



Boom down to ellie driving up to keyhouse. Jump closer as she gets out.

Angle from door to ellie approaching. She 
detours to window.

Int. Keyhouse she peeks in window. Push in.

Ellie pov of urn. She turns away from the window disgusted 
with herself.

High angle (rotating) as she gets in her 
vehicle....

And drives away.



Slide al0ng lockers to find Kinsey. “Do you really not have anything better to 
do with your morning?”

Eden approaches.
“Um what do you mean?”

“Oh my god. You’re so pathetic, you know 
that? You and your little Santorum I squad. 
I am only going to say this once: you do not 
want to mess with me, Kinsey.”

Eden exits push in to Kinsey as she puzzles 
over this.

Kinsey’s POV: Eden departing.

Ellie walks by. Kinsey follows.



Slide right as Kinsey exits the building 
following ellie.

Long lens: all dialogue.

Over to Kinsey. All dialogue. Over ellie. All dialogue.

CU Kinsey. All dialogue. CU ellie. All dialogue.

Long lens: ellie departs. Kinsey turns to us, baffled.



Nina enters her bedroom with garbage bag. Crosses to the bathroom.

Push in to nina in bathroom emptying garbage 
into bag.

She stands, turns to go.

Then turns to the medicine cabinet. Black.

Medicine cabinet door opens to reveal Nina’s 
face.

She reaches for bottle (in FG).



Push in as she closes med cabinet door and 
uncorks bottle.

Angle over nina to bottle.

Rack to mirror as she catches herself. Boom up as she empties bottle in sink.

Bottle dropped into wastepaper basket. Nina leans against sink — that was hard.

Look at herself once more.



Bode rides his bike to Ellie’s house Angle through door: bode  gets off bike and 
hurries up to the door.

Knocks. Rufus answers.
“Bode, what are you doing here?”
“I skipped school... are you alone?”

“Yes, my mom’s at work.” “What about Lucas?”

“How do you know?” They enter the living room.
“Because your enemy is my enemy... after she 
got out, she must have changed herself into 
Lucas.”



“That makes sense. I didn’t know how he came 
back. What is he anyway?”

“What kind of things?”

Rufus opens closet door.
“He made her steal this from keyhouse.”

Push in as Rufus takes out Ellie’s bag.
“I don’t know what it does, but it must be 
pretty important.”

Rufus opens bag to reveal crown.
“There’s a key you need to use it, but my mom 
couldn’t find it. Lucas got mad.”

“I’ve seen that design... but I don’t 
remember where.”

“No. Don’t touch it! He could walk in any 
time.”



Rufus puts it back in the closet. 
“My mom Made me promise not to talk about 
him. You should go. It’s not safe—“

“Rufus, we’re fellow soldiers, remember? 
We’re gonna battle this out together. You. 
Me. Kind. And Tyler.”

“How?” “I’m gonna find that key. They whisper to me 
sometimes. Then maybe we can use the crown 
as a weapon against dodge. —- I mean Lucas. 
You have to trust me, okay?”

“Aye-aye.” Slide right close focus on soccer net.
“Ellie admitted Lucas was there...”

Reveal Kinsey and Tyler.
“...she said she didn’t have a choice. And she 
seemed really scared...”
“Dodge Is too powerful.”

Closer long lens:
“We can’t go up against her on our own.”
“So what are you proposing?”
“We need some help. We should tell our 
friends.”



“Scot and Gabe already know too much.”
“Maybe that’s a good thing. Shutting people 
out isn’t the answer. This is some 
otherworldly shit we’re dealing with...”

Cut to eden, Jackie and Logan (long lens).
“I don’t know, Eden. You sure it wasn’t just 
that gardener with the hunchback? He’s 
pretty terrifying.”
“Yes, I’m sure it was Kinsey.”

They grow into tight three shot.
“Speak of the devil.”

“Hey, I’m not finished with you!”
“Eden, relax.”

“What do you do now?”
“I have no idea.”

“I knew you were a freak.”

“Maybe she found out about the music box 
prank.”

“This is exactly why we can’t tell anyone 
else about the keys. Let’s just go.”



Kinsey walks away, but Eden pursues.
“Not so scary without your claws and your 
monster makeup are you?”

“My claws?”

(New line for Eden)
Fear monster appears from bushes out of 
focus In bG.

Eden turns... looks 
back to Kinsey and 
back to the FM.

And then it attacks! Eden and FM hit the dirt.

Kinsey reacts.
“Oh no.... no, no, no...”

Jackie and Logan run to help.
“Oh my god, Eden!”



Conner reacts. FM on Eden.
“GET OFF ME! GET IT OFF!!!”

EVERYONE RUNS TO HELP. LOGAN TAKES A LACROSSE STICK...

...WINDS UP... AND WHACKS FM.

KINSEY GRABS A FIELD HOCKEY STICK. ...WHACKS FM.



FM SPINS RETREATS

OVER BUSHES AS FM DISAPPEARS. OVER OUR HEROES. FM IS GONE.

EDEN SITS INTO FG.
“IS SHE OKAY?”

JACKIE COME EXAMINES EDEN.
“I THINK SO.”
“I AM NOT ANYWHERE NEAR OKAY!”

LOGAN AND JACKIE HELP HER UP.
“LET’S GET HER TO THE INFIRMARY.”

JACKIE TURNS TO KINSEY AND CONNER.
“WHAT THE HELL WAS THAT THING.”



TYLER AND KINSEY Ellie pulls up to her house.

Rise over bed as Ellie puts down suitcase 
and starts packing.

“Mom, what are you doing?”
“We need to leave town. It’s not safe here 
anymore. Lucas wants me to do something, and I 
won’t do it.  And the Locke kids are asking 
questions—“
“I know.”

Ellie turns to Rufus. “Bode came by earlier... I’m sorry, mom, I’m 
sorry.”

“It’s okay, Rufus. You didn’t do anything 
wrong.”
“If we run, we’ll always be afraid. I’m sick 
of being afraid... come in here (change this 
last line)”



Slat removed to reveal Rufus. He reaches in.

Over ellie to Rufus reaching into hole in 
floor. (in house extension).
“He thinks I’m dumb. That I don’t see.”

On ellie

Rufus comes up with stash of keys,
“I do.”

Insert keys.
“Did you show those to bode?”

“I wanted to show you first.”



Angle pushing through doorway to infirmary.

“I’ve seen those feral cats roaming around 
the school for years.”

Come around other side of doorway to find 
Kinsey. 
“It’s pretty unbelievable, isn’t it.”

“You poor thing. You use rest while I run and 
get some more gauze.
Nurse exits.

nurse walks past Kinsey, who moves to eden.

“So you didn’t attack me. But *
something that looked a helluva lot
like you did. Can you explain
that?”

“I, no -- not really, I can’t --“

“Are you seriously blaming the
victim right now?”

“No. This is definitely my fault.”
*all dialogue from these angles.



Moving through the study hall: 
“Is any of this making sense?”

Come around partition to find tyler, Jackie 
and Logan.
“So your house is filled with magic
keys. And this demon chick is
trying to take them so she can open
a black door..”

“And Ellie Whedon is helping her.
Kind of. Under duress.”

ON Logan:
“The gym teacher? Well this just got a lot 
more interesting.”

RACK TO JACKIE:
“THIS HAS BEEN GOING ON... THE WHOLE 
TIME?”

OVER TO TYLER:
“SINCE WE MOVED HERE. YEAH. PRETTY MUCH.

“I DON’T KONW MAN. I MIGHT NEED SOME KIND 
OF PROOF.”

TYLER CHECKS TO MAKE SURE NO ONE IS 
LOOKING.



Tyler holds up matchstick key. Rack to it. Low angle as he opens up text book

Over book to Jackie and Logan... As tyler strikes it with matchstick key...

And it ignites (CG flames) Over burning book to tyler.

He slams it shut. On Jackie and Logan... smoke in FG
“Okay, that works.”
“I’m —I — I’m gonna go check in Eden.”



Jackie exits. Jackie walks away from partitioned study 
area.

Tyler slides into view on chair. Followed by 
Logan.
“Shit.”
“What are you standing here for? Go talk to 
her.”

Tyler goes after Jackie.

Hallway:
“Hey, slow down. You okay?”
“Not really.”

“An hour ago I didn’t know any of
this stuff existed. Fear monsters.
Demons. Magical keys.”
“I know it’s a lot to take in.”
“I’m sorry. I just need a minute, ok?”
“Yeah, ok.”

As Jackie goes into the infirmary, Kinsey 
comes out.
“so I guess you told her, huh?”

Lead Kinsey and tyler as the continue down the 
hall.
“HOW’D EDEN REACT”
“SURPRISINGLY WELL.”
“I’M GOING TO GRAB SOME SNACKS FOR EVERYBODY. 
YOU WANT ANYTHING?”
“I’M GOOD.”



TYLER EXITS JUST AS GABE ADN SCOTT COME UP 
FROM ADJACENT HALLWAY.
“EDEN OK?”

“YEAH, SHE’LL BE FINE.”
“While I’m not her biggest fan, the
world would be far less interesting
without her.”
“So she was jumped by a seven pound
feral cat? Yeah, that makes total
sense.”

“Okay. Here’s what actually
happened. I used one of the keys
to take my fear out of my head...
What if I dated you both?”

“THINK ABOUT IT. JUST GIMME A SEC.” EDEN ANSWERS PHONE.
“HELLO?”
“I THOUGHT ABOUT WHAT YOU SAID. CAN WE MEET 
AT KEYHOUSE?”



Nina pulls up into the shot. Over nina to a church. She watches people 
enter.

On nina, sanguine. Close on a sign.

Over sign to nina... contemplating. Over nina to the sign.

She turns to go and bumps into... ...mutuku.

“Nina?”



“Detective —Daniel. Hi.”
“Are you — heading inside?”

*rest of the dialogue from these angles.

Button on nina... feeling relieved.



“You have to understand, I’ve been doing 
what I thought was best for my son.”

“But I’m done being afraid.”

Rufus smiles at his mom. “Lucas — the one I knew — he was sweet. And 
charming. ... Dodge. That was my nickname 
for him.... now that name means something 
completely different to me. “

“What happened to him?” “That night after graduation, we were having 
a sleepover here, downstairs in the 
basement. But rendell wanted to go down 
to the caves. A few weeks before we had 
found this door there...”

“Yeah, we know about it.” “Your father became obsessed with getting it 
open. We all went because the keys had only 
bright good things into our lives. Fun.”



“How do you remember any of it -- the keys, 
the magic? We thought
after you become an adult, you
forget.”

“We found a way to remember. After rendell 
opened the black door, there was this bright, blue 
light. Then these things shot out from the other 
side — I saw one of them hit lucas. Lucas said he 
was fine. And he did seem fine. but later...”

“I think it’s easier if I sh0w you.”

Ellie takes head key out her pocket.

“You two stay here to keep watch.”

She holds up the key, looks to bode and 
Rufus.

They nod. Rack to ellie as she sticks the key in her 
neck.

Ellie turns comatose. Slide right to reveal her head door has 
appeared.



Another ellie steps into view. “Whaaaaat...”
“I know, right? It never gets old.”

“We won’t be long.”

Ellie opens the door

...and steps through followed by Kinsey and 
tyler.

They disappear (split screen).

“We should get traps from the shell to put 
around the perimeter in case he or she or 
whatever shows up. Where are the keys?

“The traps didn’t work — the KEY RING! THAT’S 
IT.

Door shuts.



“The key ring?” Push in to bode running into the pantry.

Opens a drawer and...

“I knew I’d seen it before.

Pulls out the key ring... takes off the 
shadow key.

Cu on the shadow key.



Ellie, tyler and Kinsey enter shot, start 
walking down basement stairs. 

“We got back from the caves later
that night and tried to get some
sleep..”

They approach ping pong room. See sleeping 
bags (young Ellie, rendell and Erin).

Pull back as we hear o.c. Argument. 
“Hand it over.”

Young ellie wakes.
“Lucas?”
“What’s wrong with you?”

Over young ellie to lucas and mark.
“Give me the omega key, mark.”

“Lucas what’s going on.”
“He’s acting crazy.”

“I know you have it.”
“Dude, calm down—“

Ellie rises as lucas chokes mark.

Others wake.



Rendell holds young ellie back.
“What are you doing? Stop!”
‘what the hell.”

Rendell steps forward, raises a fist.

Lucas catchers the punch. ...squeezes. ...sending rendell to his knees.

“Oh my god, lucas—“

Boom up to lucas.
“Just give me what I want.”

On mark, choking.

Pan to Kim... who spies... Tilt down to matchstick key.



Kim dashes for matchstick key. Reverse, over lucas to Kim as she raises 
matchstick key.
Lucas drops mark...

And strikes Kim. Sending her into shelf with a sickening 
CRUNCH.

KIM DROPS TO THE GROUND, DEAD! HIGH ANGLE OF THE CARNAGE.
“HE’S NOT LUCAS ANYMORE.”

OVER LUCAS TO JEFF AS HE CHARGES.
(SPLIT DIOPTER)

REVERSE: LUCAS SPINS AROUND AND BREAKS 
JEFF’S NECK.



“NO, NO, NO! WHAT DID YOU DO?” ERIN COMES UP TO HER DEAD FRIENDS.
“JEFF! KIM!”

LUCAS STEPS IN TO FG. ON LUCAS, ABOUT TO ATTACK...

WHAP! HE IS STRUCK FROM BEHIND.
DROPS TO REVEAL RENDELL
“STAY BACK!”

LUCAS LOOKS UP FROM THE FLOOR. RENDELL RAISES HAMMER... AND BRINGS IT 
DOWN (HITTING LUCAS O.C).



WIDE: ON LUCAS NOW DEAD. RENDELL HANGING 
OER HIM. HE DROPS THE HAMMER.

...THEN DROPS TO HIS KNEES.

RACK TO LITTLE DUNCAN. HE HAS WITNESSED THE 
WHOLE THING.

ON RENDELL, REALIZING THIS.

CU LITTLE DUNCAN ERIN COMES UP TO HIM.

SHIELDS HIM FROM THE HORROR.

“Duncan saw what happened. We had
no choice.”

BOOM UP PAST THEM TO FIND ELLIE, TYLER AND 
KINSEY.

“We had to remove his
memories. Put them some place he
wouldn’t find them.”



ON TYLER AND KINSEY— REACTING, THE SECRET 
HISTORY OF THEIR DAD, NOW REVEALED.

“THE TREE...”

BOOM UP TO ELLIE, HAUNTED.

“When Lucas got hit by whatever came 
across from the other side..”

BOOM DOWN ON YOUNG ELLIE, HOLDING LUCAS.

“-- some kind of demon attached itself to 
him”

SHE LOOKS TO RENDELL.

PUSH IN TO RENDELL HOLDING HER GAZE.



View of purple-red sky... Boom down to find rendell, young ellie, 
Erin and mark standing at the cliff’s edge, 
three bodies beside them. 
“We created this story that our friends had 
drowned.”

Slide left to find ellie speaking to Kinsey 
and tyler.
“It was easier than trying to explain the 
truth.”

Raking angle on the kids.
“We knew no one would believe us.”

Their POV of their dead friends covered in 
sheets.

Low angle cliff’s edge.

They throw a body over the edge. Drone shot of the body falling.



Long lens shot following falling body. View underwater.

SPLOOSH! A BODY HITS THE WATER. TWO MORE BODIES FOLLOW.

ANGLE ON LUCAS’S BODY SINKING INTO THE SEA 
WEED.

HIGH ANGLE BOOM DOWN THE KIDS HOLDING 
KEYS.
“WE DIVIDED THE REMAINING KEYS...”

“AND MADE A PACT TO PROTECT THEM BUT NEVER 
USE THEM AGAIN.”

“RENDELL TOOK THE ANYWHERE AND OMEGA KEYS. 
ERIN TOOK THE HEAD KEY.”



MARK TOOK THE MATCHSTICK KEY. HE HID THE 
REST INSIDE THE HOUSE. HE WAS THE MOST 
TRUSTWORTHY OF US ALL.”

“SO IT MADE SENSE THAT HE SHOULD KNOW 
WHERE ALL THE KEYS WERE HIDDEN...”

“WHAT ABOUT YOU? WHAT DID YOU TAKE?” “THE IDENTITY KEY. AND THE ECHO KEY.”

“THE ECHO KEY?” “IT CAN BRING PEOPLE BACK. BUT NOT 
THE WAY I THOUGHT.”

Ellie enters the shot (we think she is still 
at the cliffs).
“I tried to move on with my life but — I 
couldn’t.”



As she moves we adjust to reveal the 
wellhouse. Memory ellie enters the shot.
“I couldn’t let go of Lucas. Other people, 
their lives get bigger, fuller.”

Kinsey and tyler react.
“I just felt like I was disappearing.”

“Last year I hit my breaking point. And I came 
to wellhouse.”
*present day ellie, Kinsey and tyler are 
visible through the window.

Memory ellie takes out the echo key.

Unlocks the door.

Pull back as she enters to reveal the 
well.

A moment’s hesitation and then... Pull back as she calls out...
“LUcas Caravaggio.”



Ellie’s POV of the well.
“Ellie.”

“Lucas, is that you?”

Over ellie to well. Slow push in (this is 
Lucas’s pov).
“come here let me see you.”

“I can help.”

She drops the key (slow-mo) Key falls into the well (slow-mo)

On ellie anxious. — a beat...
Lucas leans into shot.



She notices. Turns.
“I’m here, ellie.”
“Lucas...”

Push in as she embraces Lucas.

“So the echo key can conjure the dead?”

Ellie, Kinsey and tyler at the window.

“Not exactly. Only an echo of that person. A 
copy... a non-living copy.”

“I promised I wouldn’t use the keys, but I 
missed you so much.”

“Do you have any others?”

she takes the identity key from her pocket.
“Just this one.  I know you can’t leave this 
place, but at least I can see you now.”
“I can leave...if you get me the anywhere 
key.”
*the rest of their dialogue from these three 
angles.

Angle through bars to Ellie and Lucas 
embracing.



“ i can’t stay here.” Ellie leaves.

Lead Ellie as she walks and talks:

“That thing wasn’t an echo of Lucas, i didn’t 
know when I called out his name that I wasn’t 
bringing him back — I was bringing back the 
demon that possessed him when he died.”
“You couldn’t have known.”

Ellie turns to them and we adjust to see her 
headkey door.

“The keepers — we made a pact. I broke that pact. 
This is all my fault. I just thought i could have him 
back.... we should go.

Int. Great room. Ellies head door opens 
(Green screen and plate required). Ellie and 
Kinsey and tyler come out.

Rack focus to comatose ellie.

Angle on comatose Ellie’s neck. Other ellie pulls out the key.



“Like force a buttface demon echo into 
wellhouse.”

Bode hands them the key.

“What does it do?”

“I’m coming with you.”

*rest of dialogue from these angles.

“That’s the key for the crown of 
shadows....they’ll do anything you want.”

Bode and rufus enter.

“We have a way.”

“”Much easier to prey on a young boy 
when you’re an innocent beautiful girl”

“So dodge is ...an echo? How do we get rid 
of it.”
“It can’t be killed by normal means... The 
problems is getting in there.”

Comatose ellie wakes up and turns to the kids. 

“But when bode met dodge, he was she...”
“She can use the Identity Key to
transform into whatever form she thinks will be 
most useful.”



End on ECu ellie.“We’ll be here waiting.”
“Yeah. We’re your back-up.”



Ellie and Rufus enter the house. Wide: they react to...
“Lucas.”

Pull Back to include Lucas at kitchen island. push in to Lucas.
“You’ve had a busy day.”

On Ellie and Rufus frightened.
“Seems someone’s been rummaging through 
my things.”
“I took the head key.”

Lucas moves towards them. 
“Why?”

PUsh in to Ellie:
“I went to key house and tried to find the 
omega key in the urn, but it wasn’t there.”

“The Locke kids must’ve found it first. I 
thought I could use it on them to see where 
they put it.” 
“And did you?”



Lucas gets very close to Ellie.
“To think there was a time when I used to 
trust you.”

“They weren’t home. I can go back tomorrow.”
“Ellie stop it. You’re embarrassing yourself.”

Rufus looks back to the desk— boom down to 
screwdriver.

Push on Rufus, upset.

Cu screwdriver. Rufus grabs it.

“Aaaggggggggghhhh! And stabs Lucas!



Lucas backhands Rufus who flies over desk 
(Knocking over model plane and lamp).

Rufus lands on glass table.

Ellie tries to go to him but lucas holds her 
back.

Lucas restrains her and reaches into...

Her pocket Pulls out the shadow key.

Holds it up.
“Look at that. What you found... very 
helpful. Thank you, Ellie.”
“Let... me... go...

he releases her and she runs...



Rufus on the floor. Lucas moves in the big Pulls the crown of shadows out of Ellie’s 
bag.

Holds it up. Lucas’s twisted reflection in the crown.

He inserts the shadow key. Places the crown on his head.

Ellie looks up as... Lucas approaches.
“Hello darkness my only friend.”



And we see shadows creep up the wall and 
ceiling behind him.

Push in to his face as the room turns dark.



Angle on nina seen through stain glass.
Slow lateral track left.

Slide off glass to find nina staring 
intently.

We hear her memory of her conversation with 
rendell. Slow push in.
“Check my work boss.”
‘exquisite job...”

“I’d say you’re ready to move upstairs...”

Slow push in to ornamental stain glass.

Mutuku sits into the shot, obscuring her 
view.

“Here we go, two lattes.“

“The barista even made a little design on top 
for you.”
“Ahh, a sailboat. Of course.”

“Too on the nose?”
“Not it’s perfect. Thanks for suggesting this.”
“Don’t know if I mentioned it before, but it’s great 
that you’re fixing up keyhouse. That place really 
needed someone like you to come in and wake it up.”

“I’m enjoying it. I mean, it isn’t easy. But 
nothing here really is.”



“You’re family has been through a lot these 
past few months.”

“Matheson was supposed to be our fresh 
start. I thought I’d feel closer to my 
husband... connect some dots...then after 
Sam came back.... six years of sobriety just 
poof—“

*rest of dialogue from these angles.



Angle on Keyhouse grounds

“Where’s Ellie?”

Boom down to find t, B and K on balcony.

“It’s only been an hour.”

“this waiting is the worst.”

“What if Mom comes home?”
“Hopefully this’ll all be over by then.”

“Uh guys... incoming.”

Push in to the kids.

The camera skates over ground, pushing 
into Keyhouse Dodge steps into shot.



Silhouette of dodge
She steps up into focus

“Hope you don’t mind, I invited some friends.”

Puts on the crown.

“Shit.”

She raises her arms. As she does we rise and see her shadow
Streeeeeetch.

ECU crown: feature shadow key (does it 
glow?)

Dodge closes eyes, hair blows (48 FPS)



Then rotate 45 degrees as other evil-
looking shadows branch off of it.



“They’re coming for us.”
“It’s just a scare tactic. She can’t take the 
keys from us.”

“Shadows are just shadows.”

“Are you sure?”
Pull back as shadows grow.

Follow dodge’s shadow It extends under REndall’s car.

The car is lifted  off the groundDodge gestures...



Car flips ...360 degrees...

...and lands back on its wheels. Boom up to the kids
“Get inside now!”

Boom down on entrance as kids run inside 
and we see dodge and shadows converge.

Upstairs: the kids run down to main floor.

Counter the kids as they run downstairs
Push in to window as K appears...



Shuts the curtains T and k move a console

“Help me barricade the door

Track right as they move the console in 
front of the door.

...filling the frame.

On bode as he spies...
... his lightsaber leaning against a wall. 
He reaches for it.

Tilt up with him as he grabs it. Close on the curtain opening and Tyler’s eye 
peeking through.



“What do you see?”
Nothing...”

“There’s nothing now.”
“I don’t like this.”

Camera slides off them...

And moves slowly towards ghost door. High angle on ghost door. Boom down as...

Dodge’s shadow emerges from under the 
door.

Follow the shadow as it streeeeeetches 
across the floor

Rises up the wall (next to back hallway 
entrance). Rise with it up the wall



Another shadow grows out of the dodge 
shadow...

Forming a demon/minion/monster

Dodge shadow points  and her monster 
turns...

Tilt down wall with Monster

Follow monster shadow along floor  To the wall...

Tilt up wall (drawing room in bg) Kids in the foyer. Tyler turns to the stairs.
“It’s too quiet, I’m going to check upstairs.”
“Not without me.”
“Well, I’m not staying here.”



Follow them as they head to the stairs.
Kinsey turns as she sees...

Monster shadow reaching for REndell’s urn

The three turn.
“Uh, Tyler.”

The monster shadow sidles up to the urn

And reaches out of the wall! ...it’s hands 
becoming three dimensional.

The kids react...
“What the—“

3-D shadow monster uncaps the urn...

And shakes out the ashes as Tyler runs into 
the drawing room.



Tyler calls out, “Stop!”
Shadow on the wall behind him is revealed to 
be...

Dodge! Who reaches out of the wall..

And swings him against it by the throat.

“Aaaaaagh!”

The shadow monster finishes emptying the 
urn... no omega key.

Seeing this, dodge shadow snarls “Tyler!”
Kinsey runs to his aid...

And we push in to Bodie who... Flicks the light switch.



Tyler struggles with shadow dodge Lights come on and she disappears...

Tyler falls to the ground The urn lands on the ground

Wide: reveal shadow monster is gone too.

Kinsey picks up the urn.

“It’s light! That’s what stops them!

“Turn on all the lights” Slide off wall as Tyler crosses into the 
(dark) winter study



Reaches for a light

A shadow hand reaches for him

...but he turns on the light before it can 
make contact.

Tyler backs away frightened reacting to... ... glowing eyes in the dark.

...which disappear as the lights are turned 
on.
he turns to...

Kinsey at the light switch.



Loud noises interrupt
Bode enters
“The kitchen.”

Kids race down the (dark) back hallway

Over Kinsey as she opens the door to the 
kitchen

Push past her to reveal shadows ransacking 
the place.

The kids react. Over shadows to the kids.

Tyler turns on the light Everything the shadows where holding falls 
to the floor.



Track counter to the kids as they step into 
the kitchen.
“They’re looking for the omega key.”
“It’s safe. They can’t get to it.”

Bode picks up duct tape off the floor, 
starts to wrap his light saber.
“Keep the lights on...”

“As long as the lights are on, they can’t 
hurt us.”

Bode finishes taping the fire key to the tip of 
his saber.

He steps into the (dark) great room.
“Come and get me shadow monsters!”

...landing in a CU.
He looks up and reacts to...

Boom up to Dodge shadow in 
the ceiling. 
She grows into three 
dimensions.

And now we see, that there are shadow 
creatures everywhere.



And then the power 
goes off.
“Uh-oh.”

Push in: Kinsey hustles over to the pantry.
“The fuse box.”
“It’s in the pantry.”

Pulls out flashlight and matches. “I’ll go turn the lights back on. You guys 
distract dodge.”

Kinsey exits.
Tyler joins bode in the great room.

Lead them as they step through the darkness, 
Tyler using his phone’s flashlight.

Reverse: bode and 
Tyler leading us.
“Get back!”

Bode POV: over lightsaber dodge and her 
minions gather.



Over the shadow monsters as bode and Tyler 
cross into the...

...foyer. 
“There’s more flashlights in the upstairs 
closet. C’mon!”

Slide left to reveal the real Dodge hidden in 
an alcove.
She exits.

Low angle on the stairs. Slow track right as 
bode and Tyler ascend.

...and are followed by shadows.
Cut to black...

Kinsey steps into view at the top of the 
basement stairs, aiming a flashlight. Angle from top of stairs looking into the 

darkness below.



On Kinsey, frightened. 
She starts down the stairs.

Angle through the stair slats following 
her feet.

Now with Kinsey... stepping slowly, 
cautiously...

CU her foot stepping down...

As a shadow hand comes out between the 
steps and trips her.

On Kinsey starting to fall.

Wide Kinsey falling Down the stairs.
...landing hard.



Closet door opens to reveal Tyler 
with iPhone.

He searches for flashlights. Pull out to include bode standing guard.

Wide: slide left To find dodge’s shadow snaking along the 
floor.

And then growing into three dimensions like 
Martin sheen coming out of the bog in 
Apocalypse now.

Cut to blinding flashlight.



Slide left to find Kinsey... she recovers... 
looks up...

Kinsey starts for it.

Track Kinsey crawling to flashlight. She reaches....

And is suddenly dragged away...
...disappearing under the stairs.

Kinsey straightens in the darkness, 
surrounded by glowing eyes.

Pulled away again.



She is pulled screen right by her feet

*it should be dark enough that we don’t see 
what is pulling her.

Then screen left

Then pulled the other way.

A shadow monster grabs her shoulder. Insert: Kinsey pulls matches out of her 
pocket.



ECu: she strikes a match ...holds it up. 
The monster retreats.

Over Kinsey’s shoulder. Shadow monsters 
retreat from the light.

... and Kinsey bolts.

Grabs the flashlight! Whirls around aiming back at the monsters.

...blinding us...

Come off another flashlight. This one 
belonging to Tyler, still searching.

“They’re not here. Where did Kinsey *
put them?”



Push in to bode. Shape emerged behind him. Bode turns reacts.

Over Tyler to bode who approaches shadow 
dodge! On Tyler: “bode get back!”

Bode confronts shadow dodge.
“Your not going to hurt us anymore!”

shadow dodge towers over bode.

ECu shadow dodge

Morphs into her ‘demon face’



Tyler moves to bode (slow motion). Bode swings the light saber (slow motion)

Bode skewers shadow dodge as she attacks.
“Aaaaaaaaagghhhh!”

Shadow dodge’s form deforms as little 
flashes of light fire off within her like 
lightning in a storm cloud.

Shadow dodge 
convulses!

Matchstick key ignites

And shadow dodge falls over the railing.



Seeping into the lightwell.

Fuse box door swings open to reveal Kinsey. Boom down as Kinsey flips the breakers...

Insert breakers flipping.

Boom up to bode and Tyler as the lights 
come on.
“Where did she go.”

Slide right as they react to kinsey.

“Guys come see this.”

And then rush downstairs.



Bode and tyler rush downstairs. “Did I kill her?”
“Don’t get too close.”

Boom down on unconscious dodge. Kinsey leans in close.

Prods dodge.Push in to tyler.

Kinsey stands. Push in. 

“Whatever you did — she’s out cold.”
“Where’s the crown?”
“I don’t know but we can’t worry about that 
now.”
“Is the omega key safe.”

No REACTION.



Bode runs into... ....drawing room. Looks back to dodge 
Before removing mending cabinet key from 
neck.

Inside cabinet Door opens to reveal bode. He reaches

Insert: the omega key. Bode turns to Kinsey and tyler with omega 
key.
“Affirmative”

“So what are we supposed to do with her 
now?”
“We can’t kill her”

“Why not. She’s the reason dad’s gone!”



“I mean we literally can’t kill her. Ellie 
said echoes can’t be killed by normal 
means.”
“We could put her back in the wellhouse.”

Rest of dialogue from these angles...

Rest of dialogue from these angles... “Fine then I’m going to check on rufus. If 
Ellie is in trouble, he could be too.”

“That’s not a good idea.”
“-- I’m not staying here by myself.
Rufus is my friend. If Dodge is with you, nothing 
bad’s gonna happen to me. I’m going. I
don’t care what you say.”

Bode gathers his things.
“You either.”

“All right. Don’t do anything stupid.”

Bode exits... boom up to tyler and Kinsey

“If we’re gonna take Dodge’s body
all the way down to those caves --
we’re going to need help”



Push in to unconscious dodge. Push into Kinsey... an idea forms.



Cut to door.

It opens to reveal scot and gabe.

“Demon disposal service. You rang?

“Thanks for coming.”

“And we brought backup.” Jack and Eden step into FG.

“Scot told us you needed help.”
And the FOMO is real.”

Reverse: Eden, Scott and Jackie step into the house. 

“Wow Eden, I ... did not expect this.”
“I was feeling generous after my
brush with death. Plus, I don’t
know who this bitch is, but she
isn’t about to unleash some rando
demons into my town.”
“Indeed, well put.”

“We would’ve called the rest of the
Savinis, but they’ve still got some
cave PTSD.”

“It’s ok. This is awesome.”



They lead us to... tyler and Jackie.

“I’m sorry for freaking out before.
But mostly I’m sorry you didn’t
think you could tell me about all
of this sooner.”

Rest of their dialogue, until they go to 
kiss...

But are interrupted by scot.

This reunion is sweet and all, but
there’s a bloody demon to be dealt with. So where 
is she? Or it? What’s the PC term here, do multi-
gendered demons have their own
pronoun?!”

Trade to Kinsey who points them to the great 
room..

Bends down and pulls the cloth from... Trade to dodge.

Low angle over dodge to group.

“Not exactly what I pictured when I
think “formidable demon.
”Really? Sort of exactly what I
pictured.”

“Where are the fangs? The horns?”
“Naw, it’s all meant to lull you
into a false sense of security.
The perfect bone structure. The
impeccable style.”



“Guys can we focus?” 
“Where did you put the flashlights.”

“I’ll get them.”

Wrap around the group as Kinsey heads up the 
stairs.

Find eden who is taking a pic of dodge. Jackie comes up to her.
“Do not post that.”

“Fine.” As Eden exits Jackie steps forward... looks 
to dodge.

On dodge... Jackie covers her up in the tarp.



Slide right as the kids exit keyhouse carrying 
dodge. End in the darkness of the 
fountain....

“I suppose this makes sense. Demons
need to be properly disposed, and thusly 
throwing them behind a demon door seems 
logical. On the other hand, this plan does feel 
a bit doomed. I’m not saying it actually is 
doomed, but it does feel rather like a blot of 
undigested beef.”

Come out of the darkness of a tree (continue 
traveling right.
“I have a question... besides scot, can you 
stop talking.”

Tighter profile on the group.
“Yes. Go, Eden.
‘what if she wakes up? Do we have a 
plan for that?”

Continue lateral track right... long lens 
square on to the group. Tyler takes out a 
knife.

“Yeah.”
“Really? You’re going to have a knife fight 
with her?”
“You can’t kill her with a knife.”
“At least it will give us a chance to have a 
head start.”

...”yeah, can we just get this done.”



Slide off FG to find the kids carrying dodge. Reverse: we see the ocean and cliff edge.

Gain past the kids... And go right over the edge to look down 
upon crashing waves.

Boom up as kids approach cliff edge. “What’s the tide situation.”
“Just past full low. We’re okay if we go 
now.”

“Are we?”
“Look no one has to go down there.”

“We’re going. At least I am.”



“Me too.” “Yes, okay?”
“All right. I’m not one to resist some good, 
full on peer pressure. I’m in.”

The start for the stairs. Walk down the perilous steps towards us.

Epic drone shot of their descent. Angle within cave (location)

They enter.



Slide left as the kids enter the 2nd cave.

‘whoa.”
“How’d you find this place?”

Slide right as they file past us.
“We were going to shoot the movie in here.”
“Yeah, no... I would’ve quite if I hadn’t 
already quit.”

TYLER AND GABE PULL DODGE’S BODY UP THE 
SLOPE.

REVERSE: THE OTHERS PUSH.

SCOTT LOSES HIS FOOTING. A HAND SNATCHES HIM.

ON GABE. HE LIFTS SCOTT TO SAFETY.

“THANKS...”
“OF COURSE, MAN.”



Slide off tunnel wall to find the group 
carrying dodge

They react to blue light and a low ominous 
hum.

“That was fun.” Kinsey feels vibration in her pocket

Insert: she takes out omega key. Holds it up... it’s 
vibrating.

“You’re hearing that right?”
“You mean that really scary rumbly noise? 
Oh yeah, for sure.”
Track laterally past rock pillar as...

...they arrive at the omega door.



The group react to... Push in to the omega door, ominous.

Dodge is lowered to the ground. Group approach door.

Extreme low angle on omega door.
The group step right up to it.
“What do you suppose is on the other side of 
that thing?”
“Nothing good.”
“Unless maybe you’re a demon.”

“It gives you an awful feeling, doesn’t it.” “Let’s do this — then get out of here.”



“I don’t think we should.”
“This was your idea.”

“I hate to break up a good sibling argument, 
but I am worried about the tides, and I do 
have some experience to back that up.”

“Shit we should hurry.”
“That’s not what your said before.”

“It’ took a lot longer to get back here than 
I thought. The tide’s going to be coming 
back soon.”

They react to dodge... Dodge stirring ... groaning.

“You’re kidding me.”
“Is she waking up.”
“No, no, no...’

“We gotta do this now.”
“Are you sure? We can’t take it back.”
“What other choice do we have.”
“...All right.”



“Kinsey will unlock the door with the key. If 
something happens, close it — all of you 
should be on the door. I’ll carry dodge to 
the threshold and throw her through.”

Kinsey holds up key steps to the door.

Push in to the keyhole. Light leaks through it Kinsey bends down to look. Keyhole light 
over one eye.

She sticks the key in the lock. Turns it.

AND THE DOOR CRACKS OPEN.
EVERYONE steps back— afraid.



Then they rush TO THE DOOR. STARTS TO OPEN 
IT.



KINSEY AND SCOTT REACTING AS THE DOOR 
OPENS...

... TO REVEAL A WEIRD BLACK/BLUE VOID

Push in to the group.
“THAT’S— I DON’T EVEN KNOW WHAT THAT IS.”
“YEAH.”

“Push into the void.”

We see a particle transform into a ‘flash 
bullet’

... which fires outward
Wheee-UUM!

Over bullet ripple to tyler
...ducks as the flash bullet whizzes past him



The bullet hits the cave wall. Drops to the ground.

More bullet’s fire. Others take cover behind 
door.

Tyler is mesmerized.

Rack to Kinsey:

“Tyler”

Kinsey rushes over and helps tyler pick up 
dodge.



More bullets fly as they drag dodge to the 
threshold. Track with them. Dodge begins to stir!

Close on dodge. She wakes up! Tyler and Kinsey lift dodge, who is awake but 
groggy.

And throw her out the door! Angle outside the door way (looking 
towards the cave)
As dodge crosses the barrier she 
becomes weightless.

...spins... ...And grabs tyler!



Wide: dodge holding onto tyler. he’s in 
danger of being pulled out with her.

Tyler struggles to get free of her grasp.

Bullet whizzes past tyler.

Hits the wall.

Lands on the ground. Kinsey rushes over

Pulls at dodge’s hand
“No!... Don’t...!”



Tyler almost over the edge.

“Don’t!”

Manages to break free of dodge’s grip.

Insert: slow mo: Dodge’s hand released
Tyler pushes her away.

“Noooooooo!”
Dodge is sucked into the void. Dodge POV falling away from them.

Tyler and Kinsey go to the other side of the 
door.
“Close the door!”



Insert: a bullet forms. ...and shoots out at the group.
120 FPS

Reverse: the group dodge the bullet.
120 FPS.

Together they push...

Closing it And locking it shut!

Insert: tyler removes the key. They turn. Relieved and exhausted.



Pull back from the group, hugging in triumph 
and relief.



Slide left as bode enters. 
“Anybody here?... rufus”

Cut to rufus, unconscious.
“Rufus?....

Bode’s hand on him.
“Rufus?!”

Boom up to bode.
“I’m calling 911!

Push in to rufus... his fate uncertain.



Rise over balcony as Kinsey enters. Followed by scot.
“Okay, i hope we’re never doing that again.”

...Jackie...
“I don’t think that’s actually an option.”

...Eden...
“Is it weird that I kind of had fun?”

...tyler...
“No weirder than what we just saw. But at 
least it’s over.”

...and gabe.
“tyler, Kinsey — you guys were awesome.

Adjust with gabe to Kinsey and tyler.

“We all did it...”

Gabe and Kinsey share a look which takes us 
to...

“Everybody.”



Scot, who reacts. Turns away.
“What about some food before you take off? 
It’s the least we can do to thank you...”
“I‘ve always got an appetite.”

Reverse on scot. He turns.
“Kins— you got a moment?”

“Yeah.” Over Kinsey. Scot steps up to her.
“I -- look, I know this may not be
the ideal time, but I’ve been
thinking a lot about your notion -- that Gabe 
and I -- or is it Gabe
and me?”

Over scot to Kinsey.
“ -- that we
jointly date you. And I just
needed to say... it isn’t going to
work for me.”
*(rest of dialogue from these angles.)

Kinsey hugs scot.  He tries to act chill... but 
it hurts!



Night: SLIDE RIGHT TO FIND NINA AND MUTUKU 
WALKING THE BOARDWALK.

“...MY MOM — OH, SHE’S GOING TO LIVE TO BE A 
HUNDRED AND NINE...”

POV OF WARF... 
“SHE’S GOT MORE ENERGY THAN I DID...”

NINA AND MUTUKU STEP INTO POV.
“...SHE COMES OUT HERE TO VISITME MOSTLY 
BECAUSE SHE WANTS TO CLEAN MY HOUSE...”

“AND YOU LET HER?”
“OH YOU TRY AND stop HER. I MAY BE A COP BUT 
— I’m NOT SAYING NO TO HER...”
Phone rings.

“MUTUKU... YEAH.... YEAH. OKAY. I’M ON MY WAY.”
“POLICE BUSINESS?”

“AFRAID SO.  I’VE GOTTA—“ 
“OF COURSE.”
“I REALLY ENJOYED THIS.”

HE EXITS

“ME TOO.”

NINA POV OF MUTUKU waves and walks away



PUSH IN TO NINA. 

SHE’S MADE A NEW FRIEND... MAYBE EVEN MORE.



Emergency vehicles outside ellie’s View of mutuku approaching bode from 
outside windows.

“You’re friend’s okay. They’re going to take 
him to the hospital  to get checked out. You 
can go see him if you want.”

“Thanks.”

On Mutuku watching bode go. Outside bode rushes up to the ambulance.

“Are you okay?” “I usually feel a lot better.”



“There were two dodges.” “What do you mean two dodges?”

Paramedics at the doors.
“You comfortable in there?”

Rufus takes out a key. Insert head key.

“Sorry, son, we gotta go now.” Bode steps out...



“Bye, bode.” Bye, rufus.

On rufus as paramedics shut doors.

And the ambulance takes off into the night.



Tyler’s knapsack plops on bed. He unpacks.

Bode appears.
“Where’s dodge.”

“She’s gone. For good.”

“You threw her through that door in the 
cave?”

“Why would you ask that?”

“Trust me, she’s gone.”
“We both saw her get swallowed up in— 
whatever was on the other side.”



the sun shines through slo-mo orange juice 
pour.

Butter skids along pan slo-mo.

Pancake batter added slo-mo. Pancake flipped slo-mo.

Finished pancake dropped on stack slo-mo. Picked up by nina slo-mo.

Speed-ramp to 24 FPS as the kids enter.

“Uncle Duncan!”

Slide to uncle Duncan.
“Hey, late risers! You guys have a
raucous night out or something”



Tyler and Kinsey pass by 
“Or something.”

They lead us to table.  Nina putting down 
pancakes in bg.
“Get it while it’s hot.”

Come around to include uncle Duncan.
“Whoa, look at this spread ...did you make 
this?”
“Nah this was all your mom.”

Pull back as bode grabs strip of bacon.

And up to his face as he takes a bite.
“Delicioso .”

Rack to nina.
“Does anybody know what happened to
Dad’s car?”

Kids look to each other. “I drove it to the store this
morning, and something’s wrong with
the steering. It was shaking and
wobbling. I felt like I was riding
in a blender”



Still no one says anything. Duncan takes note.

“I guess I’ll have to take it to the shop.” “Can I have more eggs?”

“Thank you!” “When I was at the store, I saw
Bernadette from school. Nobody’s
heard a word about Ellie...”

“Nothing?” “No, it’s so weird. What about Rufus?”



“He stayed with a neighbor last
night. His aunt and uncle flew in
from Nebraska this morning.”

“Anyway... Before everyone runs
out, we need to have a little
family meeting. It’s important. And you’re 
gonna need to hear this,
too.”

“Okay.” 
“What about?”
“Yeah?”

“I made a mistake... Moving us
here. I thought it was a good idea
at the time. I wanted to find out
more about Dad’s past, and I
thought the change would do us
good.”

“I dragged all of you out
here against your wishes. But now
it’s time to go back home.”

“This place is in good enough shape
to sell, and we can use that money
to find a great, new house in
Seattle”

“and that will be our
house. We’ll consider this a
necessary little side trip.”

“at least for me -- but now we can go
back to our normal lives.”



Everyone stunned. “Don’t jump for joy all at once.”

“We actually like it here.: “Yeah, I mean it did seem like a shitty idea at 
the time.”

“But now we love it.” “And maybe Dad didn’t always love it
here, but this place is still part
of who he is.We like being here. Where he
lived.”

The kids share a look.



“ don’t know if I get a vote but -- you’re the 
best thing that’s ever
happened to this place. Since at
least the 1890s.”

“Okay. I’m just processing all
this. I really felt like I’d made
a horrible mistake”

“You didn’t.” “Not at all.”
“Hey what about me?!”

“Group hug!’



Drone shot traveling over water. ...ascending cliffs and over forest.
Dissolve to...

Drone shot coming to key house. Track along floor of bode’s room...

Tilt up and push in to him at his desk. Track along paper as he writes.

“Dear Rufus, I hope you are getting
settled at your uncle’s house...”

ECu bode writing.

“We drove through Nebraska on our way
to Matheson...”

Over bode at desk...

“Kool-Aid was invented
there, so it must be a pretty great
place.”



Drop into black.

Boom up out of black over bushes to reveal 
Ellie’s house.

“My mom’s been helping the police
detective...”

Nina’s car drives into FG.

“They’re working really
hard to try to find your mom...”

High angle on nina through windshield as she 
looks to Ellie’s house.

“I know something weird happened that
night...”

over nina to house. Boom down 
to missing flyers and into 
black.

“I promise you I’m gonna
figure it out...”



Boom up over Tyler’s bed to find him tying 
shoes.

Tyler’s reflection in mirror. He puts on 
dad’s jacket.

“At first these keys were fun. But
now we know they’re more than that.
They’re important”

Over mirror to tyler, standing a bit taller.
Slide into...

Come off black to  (inside bathroom) to 
find Kinsey by bureau, putting on jewelry.

“They’re part of our family.”

Looks in jewelry box.

Push in to keys. Reverse: box pov of Kinsey.



She shuts lid.

“And we need to protect them...”

Rise from blackness to find...
Photo of the keepers of the keys.

“We’re the new Keepers of the Keys

Dissolve to...

Bode looking out window. Push in.

“One last thing. Mail me a picture
of the front door of your uncle’s
house.”

Bode at his desk, finishes letter.

“Because if I do get back
that Anywhere Key, I’m coming
straight to Nebraska!”



The sun setting over ocean. The Locke family steps into the shot.

Wide profile establishing cliff’s edge. Nina takes the cap off the urn.

“You’re home now, Randell. We’re home.” Spreads rendell’s ashes

On kinsey and bode On Tyler and duncan.



The family hugs

Dissolve to Kinsey’s pencil on paper.

“So...”

On Kinsey sketching in the great room.
“...guess you’re stuck with me all summer 
now.”

REVEAL KINSEY’S SKETCH IS OF THE CLIFFS. Slide left to reveal Gabe unchaining his bike.
“You say that like it’s a bad thing.”

Tyler walks through foyer.
‘hold on a sec.... where you headed?”
“Going fishing with Jackie.”

“HER PARENTS HAVE THIS RIDICULOUS BOAT. YOU 
WANNA COME?”



“I’m going to grab a bite at Phil’s with Gabe.
(*rest of the dialogue from these angles).

Tyler exits.
“So, I’ll see you at six?”
“PERFECT.”

GABE POCKETS PHONE AND TAKES OFF. DRONE SHOT: GABE SAILS DOWN HILL AND WE 
RISE...

TO SEE THE MATHESON. LEAD GABE ON BIKE.

*NOTE: WITH EACH SUCCESSIVE SHOT OF GABE 
RIDING BIKE HE TAKES ON AN INCREASINGLY 
SINISTER QUALITY.

FLASHBACK 102: 
“WHAT’S UP.”

“I’M GABE.”



“GABE IS NEW TO MATHESON TOO.” TRACK GABE ON BIKE, CAMERA SKIMMING OVER 
ROAD.

RISES AND COMES AROUND TO A HARD PROFILE. FLASHBACK: 106: 
“I MEAN THAT DOOR WAS.. WHAT THE HELL WAS 
THAT THING?”
“I DON’T KNOW, I THINK IT HAS SOMETHING TO 
DO WITH MAGIC. AND THE KEYS.”

NEW SHOT: HIGH AND CLOSE ON GABE.
“YOU MEAN YOU HAVE A KEY THQAT MIGHT OPEN 
IT?”

DRONE SHOT: TRAVELING TOWARD THE GAZEBO.
GABE ZIPS DOWN THE ROAD IN BG.

LOW TO ROAD LEADING GABE. RISE TO CU OF GABE... LOOKING SINISTER.



Flashback to 106 “I like this Kinsey.”

Cu for the kiss..

“I better head out. Call you tomorrow?” “Sure.”

Gabe puts on his jacket as he leaves. Follow him to the stairs.



ECu: he takes out ID key from his pocket.

Sticks it in his chin. ECU: turns the key

Angle through stairs. AS Gabe climbs the 
stairs....

He turns into dodge.



Alt version: angle from kitchen as Gabe 
passes by the back hall entrance, he turns 
the key...

We track left...

And reveal dodge pulling out the key 
through the second doorway.

Another alt version:
track gabe ECU Chin as he inserts and turns 
the key.

Tilt up to his eyes (still walking, still 
tracking with him)...

...he turns into dodge. Lead dodge into the foyer...



She checks her phone. Traveling pov of text invite to party.

Low angle tracking towards main entrance 
(foyer).

Dodge steps into shot...

Anywhere keys the door (see party on the 
other side)>

Shuts the door.

Slide off column as dodge enters party. “Where can a girl get a drink around here?”



Close on gabe cycling... looking more 
sinister than ever.

Close on his peddling feet...

Close on front tire of bike 
... we relate the spinning of the wheels to 
the spinning of this web of deceit.

Track front tire square on which dissolves 
to a graphic match of...

Lucas’s eye (swirling shadows around the 
edges of the iris).

Wider to reveal flashback to end of 109: 
lucas surrounded by shadows.

Lucas steps towards Ellie  (the shadows 
recede?)

Push in to ellie, fearful.



Lucas sticks ID key into his chin.

Insert turning key in chin.

Boom up from Lucas’s mouth to his eyes...

Which turn into dodge’s eyes. Push in to ellie witnessing this.

..and refusing seeing it too. Dodge removes the key and steps forward.



Dodge kneels down next to Ellie.
Gets close.
“What are — what are you doing?”

Jams the ID key into Ellie’s chin. On ellie’s eyes.

Ellie dodge facing dodge.

Ellie’s eyes morph into dodge’s eyes, tilt 
down to her chin as dodge removes the key.

Ellie dodge exits shot.



Ellie dodge goes to a mirror. Reacts to her reflection.

Dodge steps up behind her. Adjust with ellie dodge as she turns to 
dodge.

Gets whacked across the face. Collapses unconscious.

Flashback to earlier this episode:
Bodie facing shadow dodge.

From this confrontation boom down into...



Foyer, where we find dodge pulling ellie 
dodge out from the kitchen door.

Drags Ellie’s dodge into foyer (we tilt 
down)

Angle facing front house entrance.
Lights come back on.

Dodge stands.

Push in with her as she anywhere keys to the 
infirmary.

Door shuts.

Kinsey runs in and finds ellie dodge. “Guys, come see this.”



Boom down on ellie dodge, which segues to 
ellie dodge in...

... the omega doorway. 
“Noooo! Don’t!

‘Don’t!” ‘Noooooooo!”

Kids start to close the omega door. Angle on a bullet forming

Pan with the bullet as it shoots though the 
group (in extreme slow motion).

Reverse: the bullet headed towards...



... an arm. Tilt up to reveal Eden 
reacting... she looks down...

...and we tilt back down: there is no mark 
left by the bullet.

Angle on gabe seeing this, wearing a Mona 
Lisa smile.

Ext. diner. Push in as gabe bikes up. ...gets off his bike and enters diner.

Steadicam moving through diner. Gabe enters shot leading us to...



...a booth. The table groaning with food. He 
takes a seat.
‘So, how do you feel?”

Camera swings around to reveal eden, 
stuffing herself. 

“So hungry.”

Cut outside the diner: gabe and Eden talk 
animatedly as we...

...pull back... ...further...

Close on gabe he looks up to... TV set: weather channel — a storm 
warning.

On Eden smiling.



...further... ...and rise...

... see the town, peaceful and unaware. ... as storm brews on the horizon.


